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Abstract
We give a new proof of a theorem of Mints that the positive fragment of minimal
intuitionistic logic is decidable. The idea of the proof is to replace the eigenvari-
able condition by an appropriate scoping mechanism. The algorithm given by this
proof seems to be more practical than that given by the original proof. A naive
implementation is given at the end of the paper. Another contribution is to show
that this result extends to a large class of theories, including simple type theory
(higher-order logic) and second order propositional logic. We obtain this way a new
proof of the decidability of inhabitation for positive types in system F.
In classical propositional logic, all the rules of sequent calculus commute
with contraction and hence a sequent has a proof if and only if it has a cut-free
contraction-free proof. The search space for cut-free contraction-free proofs is
nite and hence classical propositional logic is decidable.
In intuitionistic propositional logic, the left rule of implication does not
commute with contraction anymore and thus to remain complete when search-
ing for a proof, we have to duplicate an implication occurring in the left part
of a sequent before we decompose it. For instance, to prove the sequent
(P ) Q) ) P; P ) Q ` Q it is necessary to use the proposition P ) Q
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twice.
)-left
(P ) Q) ) P; P ) Q;P ` P
)-left
(P ) Q) ) P; P ) Q;P ` Q
)-right
(P ) Q) ) P; P ) Q ` P ) Q
)-left
(P ) Q) ) P; P ) Q ` P
)-left
(P ) Q) ) P; P ) Q ` Q
This proof yields the long normal proof-term (y (x z : P (y z))) (with
x : (P ) Q)) P and y : P ) Q) where the variable y is used twice.
Thus, the decidability of intuitionistic propositional logic is not as obvious
as that of classical propositional logic, and to build a decision algorithm for
intuitionistic propositional logic or for inhabitation in simply typed lambda-
calculus, we need either to use loop checking or to specialize sequent calculus
to avoid this left rule of the implication [8,4,5].
When we extend classical propositional logic by allowing positive quanti-
ers (i.e. universal quantiers at positive occurrences and existential quanti-
ers at negative occurrences), we need to introduce two more rules in sequent
calculus: the right rule of the universal quantier and the left rule of the ex-
istential quantier. These rules also commute with contraction. Hence, the
positive fragment of classical predicate logic also is decidable.
Of course, if we have negative quantiers also we need to introduce two
more rules: the left rule of the universal quantier and the right rule of the
existential quantier. These rules do not commute with contraction and the
decidability result does not extend. The fact that in classical predicate logic,
contraction needs to be applied only before these two rules can be seen as a
formulation of Herbrand's theorem.
When we extend intuitionistic propositional logic with positive quantiers,
the situation is again more complicated. For instance in the proof
)-left
(Q) R) ) Q; (8x (P (x) ) Q)) ) R;P (x); Q; P (x
0
) ` Q
8-right, )-right
(Q) R) ) Q; (8x (P (x) ) Q)) ) R;P (x); Q ` 8x (P (x) ) Q)
)-left
(Q) R) ) Q; (8x (P (x) ) Q)) ) R;P (x); Q ` R
)-right
(Q) R) ) Q; (8x (P (x) ) Q)) ) R;P (x) ` Q) R
)-left
(Q) R) ) Q; (8x (P (x) ) Q)) ) R;P (x) ` Q
8-right, )-right
(Q) R) ) Q; (8x (P (x) ) Q)) ) R ` 8x (P (x) ) Q)
)-left
(Q) R) ) Q; (8x (P (x) ) Q)) ) R ` R
we need to rename the variable x into x
0
when applying the right rule of the
universal quantier for the second time.
Hence the propositions that may occur in the proofs are not in a nite
space and even with loop checking, proof search may fail to terminate. For
instance, searching for a proof of the proposition
((8x (P (x)) Q))) Q)) Q
we develop the following proof attempt where A is the proposition (8x (P (x))
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Q))) Q.
:::
A; P (x); P (x
0
); P (x
00
) ` Q
8-right, )-right
A;P (x); P (x
0
) ` 8x (P (x) ) Q)
)-left
A;P (x); P (x
0
) ` Q
8-right, )-right
A;P (x) ` 8x (P (x) ) Q)
)-left
A;P (x) ` Q
8-right, )-right
A ` 8x (P (x) ) Q)
)-left
A ` Q
)-right
` A) Q
In this attempt, we accumulate propositions P (x), P (x
0
), P (x
00
), ... and loop
checking fails to prune this branch.
Mints [9] proves that, in the positive fragment of intuitionistic logic, a
provable sequent always has a proof with less than n variables, where n is
a bound computed in function of the sequent. This way, the search space
can be restricted to be nite and hence the positive fragment of intuitionistic
predicate calculus is proved to be decidable.
We know that, in logic, variable names are irrelevant and that replacing
named variables by another scoping mechanism, such as de Bruijn indices [1],
simplies formalisms very often. The goal of this paper is to replace the eigen-
variable condition of sequent calculus, that forces to rename bound variables
and to invent new variable names, by an alternative scoping mechanism.
We obtain this way an alternative decision algorithm for the positive frag-
ment of minimal intuitionistic predicate logic, where the search space is re-
stricted just by a loop checking mechanism, like in the propositional case. A
naive implementation of this algorithm is given at the end of the paper.
1 Positive propositions
A context is a nite multiset of propositions. The set of free variables of a
context   = fA
1
; :::; A
n
g is dened by FV ( ) = FV (A
1
) [ ::: [ FV (A
n
). A
sequent   ` A is a pair formed with a context and a proposition. A proposition
in minimal logic is positive if all its quantier occurrences are positive. More
precisely, the set of positive and negative propositions are dened by induction
as follows.
Denition 1.1 (Positive proposition)

An atomic proposition is positive and negative,

a proposition of the form A) B is positive (resp. negative) if A is negative
(resp. positive) and B is positive (resp. negative),

a proposition of the form 8x A is positive if A is positive.
A sequent A
1
; :::; A
n
` B is positive if A
1
, ..., A
n
are negative and B is positive.
Proposition 1.2 A negative proposition has the form A
1
) ::: ) A
n
) P
where P is an atomic proposition.
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We use a cut free sequent calculus for positive propositions in minimal
logic. Instead of the usual left rule for implication
 ; A) B ` A  ; A) B;B ` C
 ; A) B ` C
we take a more restricted rule
 ; A
1
) :::) A
n
) P ` A
1
:::  ; A
1
) :::) A
n
) P ` A
n
 ; A
1
) :::) A
n
) P ` P
where P is an atomic proposition. This way, proofs can be directly trans-
lated to long normal proofs in natural deduction, and the proposition A
1
)
::: ) A
n
) P is the type of the head variable of the associated proof-term.
The equivalence of this system with other presentations of minimal logic with
positive quantiers is straightforward.
Denition 1.3 (LJ, A sequent calculus for positive propositions)
 ; A
1
) :::) A
n
) P ` A
1
:::  ; A
1
) :::) A
n
) P ` A
n
)-left
 ; A
1
) :::) A
n
) P ` P
if P is atomic.
  ` A
8-right
  ` 8x A
if x is not free in  .
 ; A ` B
)-right
  ` A) B
2 Bracketing
Denition 2.1 (level of a variable) Let E be a positive proposition where
all the bound variables are distinct. We associate to each variable x bound in
E a level in E dened as follows.

If E = 8x F then level
E
(x) = 1,

if E = 8y F and x is bound in F then level
E
(x) = 1 + level
F
(x),

if E = F ) G and x is bound in F then level
E
(x) = level
F
(x).

if E = F ) G and x is bound in G then level
E
(x) = level
G
(x).
From now on, we consider a xed closed proposition E where all bound
variables are distinct. If x is a variable bound in E, we write level(x) for the
level of x in E, and wherever this variable may occur, we always consider its
level with respect to E.
Notice that in any sub-proposition of E of the form 8x A, all the free
variables have a level strictly smaller than that of x.
Denition 2.2 (Bracketed contexts) Bracketed contexts and clusters are
mutually inductively dened as follows.
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
A bracketed context is a nite multiset of clusters,

a cluster is either a proposition or of the form [ ]
l
where   is a bracketed
context and l is a natural number.
The intuition is that in the cluster [ ]
l
all the variables free in   and of
level greater than or equal to l are bound by the symbol [ ]. When we have a
sequent   ` P , where all the free variables of P have a level strictly smaller
than l, we can add brackets of level l to   yielding the equivalent sequent
[ ]
l
` P . This equivalence is made precise in proposition 3.3 and 3.4.
The key idea in the algorithm, used in rule )-left of denition 2.5, is that
in a sequent of the form [ ]
l
; 
0
` P where all the free variables of P have a
level strictly smaller than l, we can move the brackets from   to  
0
, yielding the
equivalent sequent  ; [ 
0
]
l
` P . Applying this transformation several times,
we can pull any proposition out of a bracketed context where it is hidden and
put it at toplevel to used it.
Denition 2.3 (Free variables of a bracketed context) The set of free
variables of a bracketed context   = fA
1
; :::; A
n
g is dened by FV ( ) =
FV (A
1
)[ :::[FV (A
n
). The set of free variables of a cluster [ ]
l
is dened by
FV ([ ]
l
) = fx 2 FV ( ) j level(x) < lg.
Denition 2.4 (Cleaning contexts)We consider the following terminating
rules allowing to clean contexts.
If n  p
[ ; []
n
]
p
 ! [ ]
p
; []
n
[ ]
n
 ! ;
AA  ! A
We present now another sequent calculus, where bracketing avoids renam-
ing. In this sequent calculus all contexts are cleaned. Hence in a context of
the form [:::[::: :::[:::]
l
i 1
:::]
l
2
]
l
1
, we have l
1
< l
2
< ::: < l
i 1
.
Denition 2.5 (LJB, A bracketed sequent calculus)
 
0
` A
1
:::  
0
` A
n
)-left
  ` P
where
  =  
1
; [ 
2
; [::: 
i 1
; [ 
i
; A
1
) :::) A
n
) P ]
l
i 1
:::]
l
2
]
l
1
 
0
= [ 
1
]
l
1
; [ 
2
]
l
2
; :::; [ 
i 1
]
l
i 1
; 
i
; A
1
) :::) A
n
) P
P is atomic, l
1
< l
2
< ::: < l
i 1
and for each variable x free in P , level(x) < l
1
.
[ ]
n
` A
8-right
  ` 8x A
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where n = level(x) and all the free variables of 8x A have a level strictly
smaller than n.
 ; A ` B
)-right
  ` A) B
Of course, when applying these rules bottom-up, we must clean the contexts
of the premises if needed.
Example 2.6 Let us try again to prove the proposition
((8x (P (x)) Q))) Q)) Q
We obtain the following proof attempt, where A is the proposition (8x (P (x))
Q))) Q.
:::
A; [P (x)]
1
` 8x (P (x) ) Q)
)-left
[A]
1
; [P (x)]
1
; P (x) ` Q
8-right, )-right
A; [P (x)]
1
` 8x (P (x) ) Q)
)-left
[A]
1
; P (x) ` Q
8-right, )-right
A ` 8x (P (x) ) Q)
)-left
A ` Q
)-right
` A) Q
Now, instead of accumulating propositions P (x), P (x
0
), P (x
00
), ... we
accumulate clusters [P (x)]
1
, that are collapsed by context cleaning. Thus, the
sequent A; [P (x)]
1
` 8x (P (x) ) Q) is repeated and loop checking prunes
this branch.
Example 2.7 Let us try now to prove the proposition
((8x (P (x)) ((8y (P (y)) Q))) R)) R))) Q)) Q
We obtain the following proof attempt, where A is the proposition (8x (P (x))
((8y (P (y)) Q))) R)) R))) Q.
:::
A; [[P (x); (8y (P (y) ) Q)) ) R]
2
; P (y)]
1
` 8x (P (x) ) ((8y (P (y) ) Q)) ) R) ) R)
)-left
[A]
1
; [[P (x); (8y (P (y) ) Q)) ) R]
2
; P (y)]
1
; [P (x); (8y (P (y) ) Q)) ) R]
2
; P (y) ` Q
8-right )-right
[A]
1
; [[P (x); (8y (P (y) ) Q)) ) R]
2
; P (y)]
1
; P (x); (8y (P (y) ) Q)) ) R ` 8y (P (y) ) Q)
)-left
[A]
1
; [[P (x); (8y (P (y) ) Q)) ) R]
2
; P (y)]
1
; P (x); (8y (P (y) ) Q)) ) R ` R
8-right )-right
A; [[P (x); (8y (P (y) ) Q)) ) R]
2
; P (y)]
1
` 8x (P (x) ) ((8y (P (y) ) Q)) ) R) ) R)
)-left
[A]
1
; [P (x); (8y (P (y) ) Q)) ) R]
2
; P (y) ` Q
8-right )-right
[A]
1
; P (x); (8y (P (y) ) Q)) ) R ` 8y (P (y) ) Q)
)-left
[A]
1
; P (x); (8y (P (y) ) Q)) ) R ` R
8-right )-right
A ` 8x (P (x) ) ((8y (P (y) ) Q)) ) R) ) R)
)-left
A ` Q
)-right
` A) Q
Again, loop checking prunes this branch. We can check that the other branches
are pruned in the same way. Thus, the proposition is not provable.
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3 Equivalence
As already said, if x is a variable of level 1 and y is a variable of level 2,
then in the bracketed context [P (x) ) P (y)]
1
; [P (x)]
1
, the two occurrences
of x must be considered as distinct exactly as in the context 9x9y (P (x) )
P (y)); 9x P (x). Thus, such a context is equivalent to the context P (x
0
) )
P (y
0
); P (x
00
).
We now introduce a attening function , mapping a bracketed context
to a non bracketed one, renaming variables to fresh variables when needed.
This function will be used in the proof of soundness and completeness of the
system LJB.
Denition 3.1 (Flattening contexts)
(fA
1
; :::; A
n
g) = fA
1
; :::;A
n
g,
A = A if A is a proposition,
([ ]
n
) = ( fx
0
1
=x
1
; :::; x
0
m
=x
m
g) where x
1
; :::; x
m
are the free variables
of   of level  n and x
0
1
; :::; x
0
m
are fresh variables.
Example 3.2 If level(x) = 1 and level(y) = 2 then
([P (x)) P (y)]
1
; [P (x)]
1
) = P (x
0
)) P (y
0
); P (x
00
)
([[P (x)) P (y)]
2
; P (x)]
1
) = P (x
0
)) P (y
0
); P (x
0
)
Proposition 3.3 If    !  
0
for the system of denition 2.4, then for every
proposition A, the sequent   ` A is provable if and only if the sequent  
0
`
A is and the sequent  
0
` A has a proof smaller than or of the same size
as that of   ` A (notice that the fresh variables used in the denition of 
must be fresh in particular with respect to A).
Proof. For the rst rule, we just need to check that the context ([ ; []
n
]
p
)
and ([ ]
p
; []
n
) are identical modulo a renaming of variables not appearing
in A. For the second, we use the fact that ([ ]
n
) = ;.
For the third rule, we prove that the sequent A;A;  ` B is provable if
and only if the sequent A;  ` B is and that A;  ` B has a smaller proof
or a proof of the same size. This is the case because the variables introduced
by  are fresh (even if dierent variables are used in dierent applications of
). 2
For instance, we have [P (x)]
1
; [P (x)]
1
 ! [P (x)]
1
, ([P (x)]
1
; [P (x)]
1
) =
P (y); P (y
0
) and ([P (x)]
1
) = P (z). A proposition A is provable in one context
if and only if it is provable in the other, provided it does not contain free
variables among y; y
0
; z.
Proposition 3.4 For every proposition A, whose free variables have a level
strictly smaller than n, ([ ]
n
;) ` A if and only if ([ ]
n
; []
n
) ` A (again
the fresh variables used in the denition of  must be fresh with respect to A).
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Proof. The contexts ([ ]
n
;) and ([ ]
n
; []
n
) are identical modulo a re-
naming of variables not appearing in A. 2
Proposition 3.5 (Soundness) If the sequent ` E has a derivation in the
system LJB, then it has also a derivation in the system LJ.
Proof. We prove, more generally, that if A is a sub-proposition of E,   a
bracketed context containing only sub-propositions of E and the sequent   ` A
has a derivation in the system LJB, then the sequent   ` A has a derivation
in the system LJ. We proceed by induction on the structure of the derivation
of   ` A, using proposition 3.3 to justify cleaning steps.

If the last rule is )-right, we just apply the induction hypothesis and the
)-right rule of LJ.

If the last rule is 8-right
[ ]
n
` B
8-right
  ` 8x B
by induction hypothesis we have a proof in LJ of ([ ]
n
) ` B. The variable
x, that has level n, does not occur free in ([ ]
n
), hence we can apply
the 8-right rule of LJ and we obtain a proof of ([ ]
n
) ` 8x B. The
context ([ ]
n
) is a renaming of   involving only variables of level greater
than or equal to n. As no such variables occur free in 8x B, the sequent
([ ]
n
) ` 8x B is a renaming of   ` 8x B and we can transform this
proof into one of   ` 8x B.

If the last rule is )-left
 
0
` A
1
:::  
0
` A
n
)-left
  ` P
where
  =  
1
; [ 
2
; [::: 
i 1
; [ 
i
; A
1
) :::) A
n
) P ]
l
i 1
:::]
l
2
]
l
1
 
0
= [ 
1
]
l
1
; [ 
2
]
l
2
; :::; [ 
i 1
]
l
i 1
; 
i
; A
1
) :::) A
n
) P
P atomic, l
1
< l
2
< ::: < l
i 1
and for each variable x free in P , level(x) < l
1
,
then by induction hypothesis we have derivations in LJ of  
0
` A
1
, ...,
 
0
` A
n
. Applying the )-left rule of LJ we get a proof of  
0
` P . Using
the proposition 3.4 and an induction on i, we get a proof of   ` P .
2
Proposition 3.6 (Completeness) If the sequent ` E has a derivation in
the system LJ, then it has also a derivation in the system LJB.
Proof. We prove, more generally, that if A is a sub-proposition of E,   a
cleaned bracketed context containing only sub-propositions of E and the se-
quent   ` A has a derivation in the system LJ, then the sequent   ` A has
a derivation in the system LJB. We proceed by induction on the size of the
proof of   ` A.
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
If the last rule is )-right
 ; B ` C
)-right
  ` B ) C
then the proposition A has the form B ) C and we have a smaller proof
in LJ of  ; B ` C. The context ( ; B) is equal to  ; B. Thus, the
sequent ( ; B) ` C has a proof of the same size as that of  ; B ` C
and, using proposition 3.3, the sequent  
0
` C, where  
0
is the cleanning
of  ; B, has a smaller proof or a proof of the same size. We apply the
induction hypothesis to this proof, we obtain a proof in LJB of  
0
` C and
we conclude with the )-right rule of LJB.

If the last rule is 8-right
  ` B
8-right
  ` 8x B
then the proposition A has the form 8x B and we have a smaller proof in LJ
of   ` B. The context ([ ]
n
) is a renaming of   involving only variables
of level greater than or equal to n. The only free variable of level n or more
in B is x and this variable does not occur in   (eigenvariable condition),
thus this renaming does not involve variables free in B and the sequent
([ ]
n
) ` B is a renaming of the sequent   ` B. Thus, the sequent
([ ]
n
) ` B has a proof of the same size as that of   ` B and, using
proposition 3.3 the sequent  
0
` B, where  
0
is the cleanning of [ ]
n
, has a
smaller proof or a proof of the same size. We apply the induction hypothesis
to this proof, we obtain a proof in LJB of  
0
` B and we conclude with the
8-right rule of LJB.

If the last rule is )-left
  ` A
1
:::   ` A
n
)-left
  ` P
then A is an atomic proposition P , the context   contains a proposi-
tion of the form A
1
) ::: ) A
n
) P and we have smaller proofs of
  ` A
1
, ...,   ` A
n
. Thus,   contains a proposition B, of the form
U
1
) ::: ) U
n
) Q, corresponding to A
1
) ::: ) A
n
) P through
 and the context   has the form  
1
; [ 
2
; [::: 
i 1
; [ 
i
; U
1
) ::: ) U
n
)
Q]
l
i 1
:::]
l
2
]
l
1
. As this context is clean, we have l
1
< l
2
< ::: < l
i 1
. Let
 
0
= [ 
1
]
l
1
; [ 
2
]
l
2
; :::; [ 
i 1
]
l
i 1
; 
i
; U
1
) ::: ) U
n
) P . The function  re-
names the variables of level greater than or equal to l
1
of U
1
) :::) U
n
) Q
with fresh variables. The renaming of Q with fresh variables yields P that
is the right hand side of the sequent, so Q is equal to P and it contains
no renamed variables. Thus, B = U
1
) ::: ) U
n
) P and, we have
level(x) < l
1
for each variable free in P . The sequent  
0
` U
1
is a renam-
ing of   ` A
1
, ...,  
0
` U
n
is a renaming of   ` A
n
. Thus,  
0
` U
1
, ...,
 
0
` U
n
have proofs of of the same size as those of   ` A
1
, ...,   ` A
n
and, using proposition 3.3, the sequents  
00
` U
1
, ...,  
00
` U
n
, where  
00
is the cleanning of  
0
, have smaller proofs or proofs of the same size. We
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apply the induction hypothesis to these proofs, we obtain proofs in LJB of
 
00
` U
1
, ...,  
00
` U
n
and we conclude with the )-left rule of LJB.
2
4 Termination
We now prove that the system LJB is decidable. Let   ` A be a sequent, there
is only a nite number of cleaned sequents that can occur in a proof of   ` A.
Indeed, as we never rename variables, all propositions are sub-propositions of
  ` A and bracketing depth is bound by the highest level of a variable in
  ` A. Thus the search space is nite and LJB is decidable.
More precisely, we can prove that if a sequent has a proof then it has a non
redundant proof, i.e. a proof where the same sequent does not occur twice in
the same branch. Thus bottom-up search with loop checking terminates.
5 Application to simple type theory and system F
In [2] we have given a presentation of simple type theory (higher-order logic)
as a theory in rst-order predicate logic. We have also given a presentation
of this theory in deduction modulo [3] where axioms are replaced by rewrite
rules. For instance when we have a proposition 8x "(x) and we substitute x
by the term _)(y; z) we have to normalize the proposition "( _)(y; z)) yielding
"(y) ) "(z). We have shown that simple type theory can be presented with
rewrites rules only and no axioms.
When we have a theory in deduction modulo formed with a conuent and
terminating rewrite system and no axiom, we can decide if a positive normal
proposition is provable or not in this theory. Indeed, as we never substitute
variables in a proof, normal propositions remain normal and the rewrite rules
can never be used. Thus, a normal proposition is provable in this theory if
and only if it is provable in predicate logic.
Thus inhabitation in the positive minimal intuitionist fragment of simple
type theory is decidable.
We obtain also this way a new decidability proof for the positive fragment
of system F [7], while the general inhabitation problem for system F is known
to be undecidable [6].
Proposition 5.1 The positive fragment of system F is decidable.
Proof. To each type of system F we associate a proposition in minimal logic,
with a single unary predicate " in the line of [2].
	(X) = "(X)
	(T ! U) = 	(T )) 	(U)
	(8X T ) = 8X 	(T )
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For instance 	(8X (X ! X)) = 8X ("(X)) "(X)).
As variables are never substituted in the positive fragment, a positive type
T is inhabited in system F if and only if the proposition 	(T ) is provable in
minimal intuitionistic logic. Thus inhabitation for positive types in system F
is decidable. 2
6 An implementation
This decision algorithm for the positive fragment of minimal intuitionistic logic
can be easily implemented. For instance, an implementation in ocaml, version
3.06, is given in gure 1. Using this implementation, we can, for example,
check that the proposition
((8x (P (x)) ((8y (P (y)) Q))) R)) R))) Q)) Q
is not derivable
derivable [("x",1);("y",2)]
(Imp(Imp(Forall("x",Imp(Atomic("P",[Var("x")]),
Imp(Imp (Forall ("y",Imp (Atomic("P",[Var("y")]),
Atomic("Q",[]))),
Atomic("R",[])),
Atomic("R",[])))),
Atomic("Q",[])),
Atomic ("Q",[])));;
- : bool = false
It is well known that variable names are irrelevant in logic and that they can
be replaced by other scoping mechanisms. We have shown in this paper that
replacing the eigenvariable condition by an appropriate bracketing mechanism
simplies the decision algorithm of the positive part of minimal intuitionistic
predicate logic. The generality of this bracketing mechanism still needs to be
investigated.
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